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a b s t r a c t
How one treats others is important within collective action. We ask if resource scarcity in the past, due to its effects upon past behaviors, inﬂuences current other-regarding behaviors. Contrasting theories and empirical ﬁndings on scarcity motivate our framed ﬁeld experiment. Participants are rural Colombian farmers who have
experienced scarcity of water within irrigation. We randomly assign participants to groups and places on
group canals. Places order extraction decisions. Our treatments are sequences of scarcities: ‘from lower to higher
resources' involves four rounds each of 20, 60, then 100 units of water; ‘from higher to lower resources' reverses
the ordering. We ﬁnd that upstream farmers extract more, but a lower share, when facing higher resources. Further they take a larger share of higher resources when they faced lower resources in earlier rounds (relative to
when facing higher resources initially). That is inconsistent with leading models of responses to scarcity which
focus upon one's own gain. It is consistent with lowering one's weight on others to, for instance, rationalize having left them little. Our results suggest that facing higher scarcity can erode the bases for collective actions. For
establishing new institutions, timing relative to scarcity could affect the probability of success.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Institution building sometimes fails. Research about local institutions for common property resources – advanced and symbolized by
Ostrom (1990) – includes potential failure alongside its core assertion
that local institutions can arise to solve dilemmas. Ostrom's characterization of building local institutions as providing public goods succinctly
captures a potential for failure, as incentives hover even after success.
Hovering challenges are the core of literatures addressing, for instance,
institutional erosion and decay. Institutions in principle evolve due to
learning, changes in context, or pure trial and error (Ostrom, 2009a,
2009b); however, they could devolve. For instance, any institution
may fail by not taking into account signiﬁcant shifts in relevant environmental factors (Greif, 2014) or critical social and political factors
(Agrawal, 2001), even when that very same institution previously has
succeeded in guiding many relevant local behaviors.
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Many factors can enhance or erode the chances that the individuals involved will make sufﬁcient contributions to build and maintain local institutions (Ostrom, 1990 among many others), noting
that for common-pool resources contributions occur both in provision and in appropriation (Ostrom et al., 1994b). For instance, the
discussion in Feeny et al. (1990, 1996) of settings where tragedies
of the commons may be avoided also indicates which situations
are more likely to be tragic. This all implies a margin, i.e., that
some combinations of factors yield signiﬁcant uncertainty about
whether collective actions will succeed. Within these collective
challenges, how people treat others – driven by, for instance, the
weight given to others' welfare – can tip the balance in terms of
whether there exists sufﬁcient collective willingness to successfully
coordinate the provision and the maintenance of a common-pool resource (Ostrom, 1998).
Our focus is the impacts of facing resource scarcity on willingness to
restrict one's appropriation. Speciﬁcally, we consider durable impact on
other-regarding behavior of having faced scarcity in the past. We are interested in such durable implications for sequential settings, a very
common type of setting for asymmetric appropriation of commonpool resources: e.g., on canals, the upstream appropriators affect what
is available to downstream – but not vice versa. In such settings, scarcities in the past may have led upstream appropriators to take higher
shares from pools with lower resources.
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Such past behaviors, in turn, can erode (or, if generous, enhance) the
interpersonal bases for current or future collective action. Selﬁsh responses to scarcity in the past can generate selﬁsh behaviors today,
undermining coordination.
A focus on scarcity per se is not unique, though few employ experiments as we have done here.2 Some report that absolute extraction falls
with scarcity, although such self-limitation is not sufﬁcient to head off
depletion (Osés-Eraso, Udina and Viladrich-Grau, 2008; Osés-Eraso
and Viladrich-Grau, 2007). Others report that higher scarcity increases
extraction on average (Blanco et al., 2015; D'Exelle et al., 2009), though
for the D'Exelle et al. (2009) result the mode did not change and, even
when facing higher scarcity, equal sharing remains the most common
decision. Outside of experiments, scarcity of renewable resources, and
in particular water, is identiﬁed as a driver of “environmental conﬂict”
(see, e.g., Homer-Dixon (1991, 1994, 1999); Libiszewski, (1992)) –
alongside and interacting with power relations and various factors in
production and politics (Glaser et al., 2013). Such literature has speciﬁcally indicated the need to gather additional empirical evidence to understand the role of scarcity as a driver (Meierding, 2013), including
for conﬂict at smaller scales (Theisen et al., 2013). Adding to these
very brief summaries, Section 2 below describes a number of other related literatures.
A focus upon durable effects of scarcity places our study –
experimentally randomizing scarcity – in the literature on path
dependence. That includes experiments with multiple equilibria,
e.g., exploring durable implications of heterogeneity in otherregarding preferences and beliefs. For instance, Camerer and Fehr
(2006) discuss payoffs based upon others' actions, so shifts in the beliefs about the distribution of types shift equilibria. Other-regarding behaviors early in interactions clearly can shift one's beliefs and many
experiments have documented lasting impacts of early behaviors
(e.g., Pfaff et al., 2015a, 2015b).
We believe that our examination of the timing of resource scarcity is
unique and policy relevant. Considering that durable effects of scarcity is
rare (yet see Blanco et al. (2015)) we also provide sharply contrasting
theoretical perspectives upon how past resource scarcity should matter.
Theoretically, Ostrom (2009a) emphasizes how one's own marginal extraction beneﬁt varies with current scarcity, but does not model past
scarcity. Tversky and Kahneman (1986) suggest that past scarcity
could affect one's own “reference point” – likely based upon past extraction – which can affect one's marginal beneﬁts from any given level of
current extraction. Such a model suggests that higher past scarcity will
lower one's own current marginal beneﬁts and, thus, raise the willingness to self-restrict. Yet a model in which due to higher past scarcity
one lowers the weight on others, e.g., to rationalize having given others
little in tougher times, suggests the opposite: facing higher past scarcities could motivate less self-restriction.
Contrasting predictions suggest empirical testing of path dependence, i.e., past scarcity's effects. We employ the control offered by
‘framed ﬁeld experiments’ (Harrison and List, 2004) in order to lessen
any confounding of shifts in scarcity level with other factors that affect
the appropriation of resources.3 Observational data can help to evaluate
scarcity's impacts (see Carter and Castillo (2005)'s use of shocks). However, randomized orderings of scarcities improve tests of whether

2
Our purely experimental approach to scarcity differs fundamentally from the important questions that are taken up within, for example, Shah et al. (2012); Mullainathan
and Shaﬁr (2013) and Mani et al. (2013). They explore actual ongoing resource scarcity
and actual poverty – distinct from small shifts within games – which could generate a permanent mental model that involves cognitive limitations due to varied past physical
restrictions.
3
By ‘framed ﬁeld experiments’ we mean decision-making, lab-style experiments that
are conducted with a relevant population. That class differs from randomized ﬁeld experiments or interventions (e.g. Sekhon and Titiunik, 2012; Green and Gerber, 2003; Green
and Thorley, 2014). For these types of natural experiments on collective action see,
e.g., a review de Rooij et al. (2009).
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current other-regarding behavior is affected by past resource scarcity.
We design away abundance, so that self-restriction does aid others.
Using laboratory and ﬁeld experiments to study water is not new
(Murphy et al., 2000; Dinar et al., 2000 – and, for sequential or ‘vertical’
decisions, Ostrom and Gardner, 1993; Ostrom et al., 1994b; Cardenas
et al., 2011; Holt et al., 2012; Cardenas et al., 2013). Our framed ﬁeld experiment was conducted with a relevant population who have experienced scarcity of water in irrigation and it is framed in terms of “water”
and “irrigation”, i.e., not generic “resources”. Irrigation is a good setting
to study variable scarcity: amounts of water available to farmers rise
and fall with rainfall and others' appropriations. We invited farmers
from SW Colombia (Campo Alegre in Huila), where intra-annual water
variation in irrigation is familiar. We randomly assign each farmer to a
group of ﬁve and a place on that group's ‘canal’: places set the order of extraction; and the amounts extracted determine payment. Our treatments
differ in sequence: ‘from low to high’ features four rounds each of 20, then
60, then 100 units, while ‘from high to low’ reverses that, featuring 100,
then 60, then 20 units. For isolating effects of the past, our cleanest comparison is 60-units-after-20 versus 60-units-after-100. For 100 (or 20)
units, we also look for effects of being faced after 20 (100) and 60 units,
instead of ﬁrst.
We ﬁnd that upstream farmers extract more – but a lower share –
when facing higher resources. Further, upstream takes a larger share
of higher resources if they have faced lower resources in the past in
our earlier rounds, versus when facing higher resources in the initial
rounds. The latter result is more consistent with a fall in the weight on
others – given high past scarcity and its effects on past behavior –
than a fall in one's own beneﬁt, though our experiment is not sufﬁcient
to identify this as a mechanism. Downstream farmers suffer further, we
ﬁnd, because mid-stream appropriators take higher fractions of available water when upstream extracts more. Such negative dynamics
may be signiﬁcantly magniﬁed in collective settings which feature reciprocal decisions, as is typical within the maintenance of institutions.
Our results suggest that having faced scarcity jointly in the past can
erode the basis for collective action. Thus, for the building of new institutions, timing vis-a-vis scarcity could affect the probability of success.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 brieﬂy describes
some relevant literatures, while Section 3 summarizes contrasting theories. Section 4 provides background on the site in Colombia for these
experiments and presents our experimental design, as well as our sample plus simple statistics. Next, Section 5 conveys our results, after
which Section 6 summarizes and provides further discussion.
2. Literature
We brieﬂy describe four relevant literatures. The ﬁrst focuses on
roles of scarcity in generating conﬂicts. The second uses experiments
to study resource scarcity. The third is experiments about vertical settings. The fourth is dictator games focused on effects of endowment differences or having multiple recipients.
2.1. Resource Scarcity & Conﬂict
A literature mainly from political science considers the roles of
renewable resource scarcities as one factor that affects the generation
of environmental conﬂicts, peace, and development (Homer-Dixon,
1991, 1994, 1999; Libiszewski, 1992; Schnaiberg, 1994).4 Some recent
studies challenge such connections and suggest that more empirical evidence is needed to understand roles of resource scarcity in violent conﬂicts (Meierding, 2013). They call for more attention to describing
4
Environmental conﬂicts can also be triggered by asymmetries in power relations, divergent attitudes toward the resources (Bob and Bronkhorst, 2010), institutional factors
(Timura, 2001; Hagmann, 2005; Gleditsch et al., 2013; Bernauer et al., 2012), and control
of valued market (mainly non-renewable) resources such as mineral, metals, oil and
others (Schwartz et al., 2000).
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relationships between scarcity and conﬂict in small-scale situations
(Theisen et al., 2013).
For water, some studies suggest that scarcity itself is not a principal
driver of conﬂict (Theisen et al., 2013; Bogale and Korf, 2007) but that
when it is associated to power relations, production process or political
factors it can be one factor within conﬂicts and disagreements (Glaser
et al., 2013). Analyzing the effect of scarcity and variability on irrigation
systems also requires consideration of scarcity's effects upon local forms
of organization, cultural patterns and asymmetries (see Reuveny and
Maxwell (2001)).

can react with different forms of communication or punishment. Equal
sharing is always the mode, even though it causes efﬁciency loss. Under
higher scarcities, though, upstream users on average extract more – yet
are more likely to rotate who receives a share above the production
threshold. Based upon the same evidence, Lecoutere et al. (2010) point
out that not all of these water users reacted to water scarcity in the
same way, highlighting that poorer participants are most likely to react
to water scarcity with selﬁsh appropriation behaviors.

2.2. Resource Scarcity Experiments

Several theoretical and empirical analyses – including but not
limited to experimental analyses – addressed asymmetric access to
common-pool resources, such as in watersheds or irrigation systems
in which some actors are ‘farther down the line’. Early work by Ostrom
focuses on the idea that challenges in, e.g., irrigation can be overcome
via effective institutional designs – if users see mutual dependencies.
For instance, upstream users might need downstream users to make investments in order to sustain the entire system (Ostrom and Gardner,
1993; Ostrom et al., 1994a) – not necessarily true for watersheds (see
Holt et al. (2012) utilizing laboratory experiments).
Recent ﬁeld experiments (Cardenas et al., 2013) suggest that even if
the design of an institution does not improve efﬁciency, it may still generate what is considered an improvement in distribution. These experiments involved two stages. In the ﬁrst, the individuals invested in a
public fund which established the magnitude of an initial water stock.
That stock was then distributed, in the second stage, through sequential
appropriation decisions that are taken following the run of an irrigation
canal. Given low contributions by the downstream users, who are receiving lower appropriations, the authors say that a vertical distribution
of common resources can distort water provision, i.e., these investments, away from the social optimum (see Cardenas et al. (2011)).
Within our experiments, users do not have such mutual dependencies
and water stock is determined by an exogenous shock.

The effects of resource scarcity have been explored using experiments in the lab and in the ﬁeld. Here we brieﬂy recount some results.
Rutte and Wilke (1987) report less extraction if resources are scarce.
In addition, they ﬁnd that ‘endogenous shocks’ induced by human behaviors have less effect on individuals' propensities to extract than do
exogenous shocks in resource scarcity. Fischer et al. (2004) ﬁnd that
when a common-pool resource regenerates faster – lowering scarcity –
on average its users reduce extraction. In seeming contrast, MorenoSánchez and Maldonado (2010)'s semi-dynamic common-pool experiment ﬁnds that moving from a higher to a lower resource level (raising
scarcity) reduces the rate of extraction. We note that this does not
necessarily contradict the prior result that raising scarcity reduces extraction. In Ostrom's non-monotonic relationship between resource
scarcity and resource extraction these results concerning changed scarcity ﬁt for different initial scarcities: moving from zero scarcity to some
scarcity could reduce extraction; while moving from some scarcity to a
higher scarcity could increase extraction.
Osés-Eraso and Viladrich-Grau (2007) and Osés-Eraso et al. (2008)
use a repeated simultaneous appropriation experiment where initial
resources are determined by nature but over time it is the individual
appropriation decisions that determine resource availability and depletion. Their between-group design considers different levels of scarcity
(abundance, some scarcity, and more extreme scarcity) and their results
suggest that an increase in the initial resource scarcity leads to lower absolute extraction yet such shifts are not enough to avoid resource depletion. Abundance increases the frequency of ‘full’ extraction (i.e., the
dominant self-interested strategy) while reducing zero extraction.
Blanco et al. (2015) replicates this in the ﬁeld, adding within-group
stock changes. They ﬁnd, in contrast, that scarcity increases extraction
depending upon the initial level of that scarcity: users take time to reduce the level of extraction when the resource level is moderate; but
immediately extract more when the resource decreases to a fulldepletion stage. Again scarcity's effect is nonlinear.
D'Exelle et al. (2009) use a repeated, framed distributional experiment in Tanzania to consider allocations of water between upstream
and downstream users with exogenous determination of abundance/
scarcity and a production threshold that yields efﬁciency-equity tradeoffs.
After decisions have been made by upstream users, downstream users

2.3. Sequential (or “vertical”) Setting Experiments

2.4. Dictator Game Experiments
Our design is, essentially, a sequence of dictator games. The literature has explored the effects of different stake sizes (Bolton et al.,
1998; Forsythe et al., 1994; List and Cherry, 2008; Carpenter et al.,
2005; Ockenfels and Werner, 2012) and ﬁnds offers below equal splits,
with average giving of 20–30%. Most of these studies use a betweengroup design in which a dictator does not face a shift in stake size, as
in our design. Most studies ﬁnd no signiﬁcant change when the stake
size is increased (Forsythe et al., 1994; List and Cherry, 2008; Bolton
et al., 1998; Carpenter et al., 2005; Ockenfels and Werner, 2012).
Another branch of the literature explores the effect of having more
than one recipient affected by dictators' decisions (which is the case
in our vertical setting). While mixed results have been reported
(Brañas-Garza, 2006; Stahl and Haruvy, 2006; Andreoni, 2007) and
not all results are directly comparable, a recent meta-analysis concludes

Fig. 1. Typical predictions from diminishing marginal utility of own extraction (without other-regarding preferences).
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Fig. 2. Marginal cost here is not direct cost of extraction but opportunity cost since each unit taken lowers what others can have.

“if there are multiple recipients, generosity goes up by more than 10%”
(Engel, 2011, p.607). That is consistent with, for instance, Charness
and Rabin (2002), who do a series of one-shot Dictator Games, some
with one and some with two recipients. In their design, dictators have
only two options to choose between – an even distribution and a uneven distribution – and the number of recipients did matter to the decisions. When there were two recipients, the dictators chose the even
distribution 60% of the time, which is a signiﬁcant difference from the
games in which there is only one recipient (like the classic Dictator
Game), where the even distribution was chosen only 38% of the time.
3. Theory
Given mixed empirical evidence, we consider conceptually how
scarcity should matter. In particular, we would like to have models of
path dependence with predictions of durable impacts from past
scarcities.
3.1. Underlying Assumptions (Diminishing Static Own Marginal Beneﬁts &
Scarcity)
Before considering any dynamics, we start by reviewing a few static
predictions of scarcity's impacts. We emphasize that some scarcity is
required for anybody to help others by restricting own appropriation; as
Ostrom, 2009a notes, without scarcity, nobody else's welfare will be affected by one's own extractions.5 Put another way, ‘abundance’ – sufﬁcient resources that extraction by one implies no costs for others –
implies that there is no reason for people to incur costs, either individually
or within a collective action, to increase others' access to resources. Everyone should extract until own marginal beneﬁts are equal to marginal
costs, as there is no opportunity cost of extraction even if one has otherregarding preferences (seen in Fig. 1 for concave utility, i.e., diminishing
static own marginal beneﬁt of resource extraction). This predicts complete extraction equal to the stock (X = S) for low stocks, then falling
(X/S) as stock rises.
Our experiment has no marginal cost of extraction but instead scarcity. That implies an opportunity cost, if one has other-regarding preferences, since with scarcity each unit extracted reduces what others take.
Fig. 2's left graphic assumes this ‘other-regarding opportunity cost’
(or OC) falls more steeply with the amount extracted by others than
does the marginal utility of extraction with one's own extraction
(MU). Since the OC for the ﬁrst unit others extract has the same value
as the MU for the ﬁrst unit one extracts, there is no stock that one
takes completely for oneself. To maximize one's MU plus OC, given the
slopes one should take 4 units for every 1 unit left for others – consistent
with results of classic Dictator Games.
Concavity could arise from lower earning per unit of extraction but
in our experiment the dollars earned per unit X extracted are constant.
Thus, here, we could assert a falling marginal utility per dollar earned
5
Araral (2009) cites others and examines scarcity plus other factors affecting collective
action in Filipino irrigation associations.

but for this relatively small range of earnings, we should assume a
lower rate of fall in marginal beneﬁts. Further, our experiment features
multiple others downstream of most upstream actors. From literature
about Dictators facing multiple recipients that could raise the weight
one accords to the set of all others. Fig. 2's right graphic conveys both
these changes as again any stock will be shared in some degree but driven by ﬂatter MU and ﬂatter OC. As OC is now relatively less steep, own
extraction of any S is lower.6
For MU and OC above zero, Fig. 2 predicts the share that one takes is
not affected by the stock's size. However, such an OC line might actually
start lower down the axis, in addition to having a steeper slope. That is,
it seems perfectly plausible that not only might one's perception of
gains from others' extraction fall more rapidly with their extraction
than do one's own beneﬁts but also the value for the ﬁrst unit that
others consume might give one less happiness than one's own marginal
utility from one's own ﬁrst unit. Fig. 2 then would predict that one extracts all units up until one's MU has fallen to others' initial OC. Put
another way, it would predict that, as stock rises, own extraction
would be a falling share of stock.

3.2. Dynamics (Roles of the Past) For Own Marginal Beneﬁts
Fig. 3's left graphic adds a ‘reference point’, from Tversky and
Kahneman, 1986's utility model, to consider variation in current extraction for a ﬁxed past scarcity. This supports Fig. 1's perspectives. The
reference-level idea is that people adapt, renormalizing their preferences
to the current situation or ‘reference point’, and then evaluating any
change relative to it – placing steeper costs on having losses.7 Holding
past scarcity constant, to the left in Fig. 3, conﬁrms Fig. 1's perspective
upon scarcity and own marginal beneﬁts: for low past extraction X
from low past S, as per Figs. 1 and 2, a larger X gain from high current
X implies lower own marginal beneﬁts than a smaller X gain, from
medium current X.
Such a reference-point model also generates a prediction for the impacts of past scarcity levels. Fig. 3's right graphic holds current extraction ﬁxed while considering varied past extraction levels (the result of
varied past scarcity levels if the predictions of Figs. 1 and 2 are to be
believed, even roughly). If people evaluate current extraction relative
to the past, then past scarcity clearly should matter, since the same
medium current extraction implies a gain after high levels of extraction
but a loss after lower. Given that, Tversky and Kahneman (1986)'s claim
that utility is more sensitive to losses will matter here. Fig. 3's right
graphic highlights that this predicts a lower own marginal beneﬁt
after higher scarcity. Thus, appropriators are predicted to be less focused
on themselves when the past scarcity was higher.
6
We consider a single period but in a multi-period setting this could be about expected
scarcity. Grossman and Mendoza 2003 (p.757), e.g., conclude that “anticipated future resource abundance increases the incremental value attached to survival (…)”.
7
An additional speciﬁc assumption they make is risk aversion for gains but risk-loving
preferences for losses. That is important and is truly distinct from standard neoclassical
risk aversion. However, for considering scarcity, that difference is not our focus.
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Fig. 3. Reference point (Tversky and Kahneman, 1986) implies own marginal utility of extraction reduced by high past scarcity.

Making that more explicit for our setting, Fig. 4's left graphic depicts
lower own beneﬁts, i.e., shows the impact of lowering the gains from
own extraction (upon a setting like Fig. 2's right graphic). For any
given other-regarding OC, quite clearly this predicts a lower share of
extraction from any stock S.
3.3. Dynamics for Other-Regarding Opportunity Costs (Based on Others'
Beneﬁts)
An alternative, endogenous-preference model focuses upon otherregarding marginal beneﬁts.8 Per our static perspective, initial high scarcity discourages self-restriction – so that little is left for others. To this
we add a psychological reaction to, e.g., the tension between own and
other-regarding beneﬁts: to feel better about providing little for others,
one might simply decide that they did not deserve much.9 As in Fig. 4's
right graphic, one could simply lower the weight placed upon gains in
others' extraction (and, as noted above, while that could mean a steeper
slope, it could also imply a lowered intercept).10
This predicts the opposite of above, i.e., less self-restriction if past resource scarcity was higher. The reason for the contrast is that, following
higher scarcities, what has shifted is how one treats others. Here, instead of lowering one's own reference level, and thus by implication
one's own marginal beneﬁt, to rationalize past poor treatment of others
one ‘renormalizes’ downward the value placed upon others. That is consistent with “cognitive dissonance”, although our experiment cannot
identify the mechanism. In sum, Fig. 4's right graphic predicts less selfrestriction when the past resource scarcity was higher.
4. Field Context, Experimental Design and Our Sample
4.1. Field Context: Water Availability & Local Institutions
Campo Alegre is in the Neiva River basin, in a highly dry area of Huila
Department in SW Colombia. The river originates in Algeciras municipality, in the eastern mountains, and ﬂows into the Magdalena River.
It has about 1300 direct users in 48 irrigation districts, which are oriented around productive purposes – mainly growing rice. Each has a water
intake from the river into its main canal. The water is distributed within
each of the districts using canals from the main canal to the crops. The
8
More generally, preference endogeneity has been considered in various ways in
behavioral-and-experimental literature, e.g.: Charness and Rabin (2002) considers why
people turn spiteful; Bowles (1998) considers effects of interactions in communities;
and Henrich et al. (2001) considers differences in pro-social choices in ﬁeld experiments
across more or less isolated societies.
9
Examples are widespread. Drawing on quite different literatures on demonizing the
oppressed (see Mayer (forthcoming)) for example Slotkin (2000) documents captivity
narratives depicting Native Americans as savages, Dittmer (1977) says that rape narratives
in the Jim Crow South helped to legitimize increasingly repressive laws, and Nazis blamed
Jews as agents of Germany's downfall.
10
Festinger (1957), Zimbardo (1969), Aronson (1976) and Konow (2000) say people
shift beliefs to alleviate cognitive tensions. We will not attempt to spell out a psychological
theory here but instead rely on such literature for the idea of this kind of shift.

number of users within a district ranges from 40 to 100 and conﬂicts
over access to water to irrigate are common in these districts (Velez
et al., 2011). Two principal reasons for such water-management conﬂicts are: ﬁrst, scarcity in dry periods (between June and September);
and second, weak local institutional frameworks.
By law, formal rules to manage the use of water from the Neiva River
are established by a local environmental protection and control agency
“CAM” (Corporación Autónoma del Alto Magdalena). The resolution
3660 (December 26, 2007) deﬁned water quotas for each one of the
1300 Neiva River users. The amounts were based on production area
and type of crop or use reported. Calculations were made for average
needs – but the local authority cannot assure water availability for all
users in drier periods. Speciﬁcally, to deﬁne average supply, CAM used
data from 1967 to 2003 (Fig. 5) and 8356 l/s (483 l/s below average supply) was designated for distribution among direct users. The remaining
water is for ecological ﬂow, canal upkeep and users not included in the
regulations. Reported demands for all productive uses is about 13,216 l/
s, meaning that the supply is about 63% of the demands that have been
formally recognized; thus, it is very clear that in time the region will face
water scarcity. More speciﬁcally, the Neiva River is characterized by relative abundance in rainy seasons but shortages during the summer. Recently, shortages have intensiﬁed because summer periods are longer
and drier.
High dependence on the Neiva River alongside asymmetry in access
and increasing uncertainty has challenged institutions. Compliance is
low for payment of 1730 pesos (0.90 US dollar) per liter/second, noting
that is independent of weather conditions so users sometimes pay for
water they do not receive. The implementation of regulations also falls
short per allocations. While CAM in principle veriﬁes water removals
from each canal, since the implementation of quotas only twice have
veriﬁcations taken place. Therefore, the users do not trust CAM's controls and most do not comply with the payments or quotas.
Of the 48 irrigation districts, only one is managed by a communitarian organization (USOIGUA, for users of the Iguá canal or Neiva River
Tunnel). It has 89 members and oversees total 132 land plots. This district also happens to enjoy a privileged position, as it is the ﬁrst one upstream in the Neiva River. The irrigation district covers 1762 acres, of
which 1066 are arable land. Consistent with the assertion of CAM's limited inﬂuence, allocation within this district is deﬁned by a local communitarian organization.
This setting is similar to various cases in “the commons literature”, in
which a shared watershed provides water to several irrigation systems.
In particular, it shares some characteristics with irrigation systems in
Nepal described by Benjamin et al. (1994), Lam (1998) and Shivakoti
and Ostrom (2002). However, Campo Alegre also differs in combining
community with state rules for the management of one system. Most
case studies, including for Nepal, focused on one type of management.
For example, Ostrom (1990) studied successful systems managed by
community institutions in the Philippines and in Spain created in reaction to periods of water scarcity, as well as failed state-managed irrigation systems within Sri Lanka.
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Fig. 4. Reducing one's other-regarding opportunity cost instead of reducing own marginal utility of extraction.

Fig. 5. Average yearly volume (1967–2006) versus volume distributed by CAM.

4.2. Experimental Design
Following the appropriation stage of an irrigation game by Cardenas
et al. (2011), we developed a framed ﬁeld experiment with asymmetric
access, i.e., in a sequential setting of exogenous water supply. We randomly assign each participant to a group of ﬁve and to a position
(A,B,C,D,E) on the group canal. Positions set the extraction order
(Fig. 6). Each participant knows her position but not anybody else's.
At the beginning of each of our 12 rounds, each participant receives
ﬁve units of water directly. This is called rainfall and cannot be
redistributed. Then, in each round, additional water from the canal is
available to extract. Participants are informed that this initial amount
of water could vary across rounds but nothing about expected direction
of change, i.e., whether amounts will increase, decrease or both. The initial amount of water – i.e., the amount that arrives to position A – is announced to all the players. Player A allocates the amount between
herself and downstream, i.e., everyone downstream as a whole. All
players are informed of the water remaining after A's extraction then
B decides how much to extract. This procedure continues down to the
ﬁnal position E (where all the rest of the water should be taken11).
We note that there are no carryovers of water across rounds, cumulative
savings or cumulative deﬁcits.
Communication among players is never allowed. While any participant is making a decision, all of the other participants are writing down
the amount that they think the participant is going to extract. This procedure helps to protect each participant's identity, since everybody is
always writing something, while also providing a helpful way of
measuring participants' expectations (something that is challenging to
measure outside of experiments). Thus monitors pick up a decision
sheet from everybody, though only one participant has made that decision regarding how much water to take from the irrigation canal.
We implemented two treatments, i.e. different orderings of the same
three levels of scarcity. Treatments were randomly assigned by session.
This was unknown to all the participants, each of whom was aware only

11
In fact, sometimes players E do not take all the water. That does not help other players
yet anecdotal evidence suggests that E players leave water to “birds” or “the watershed”.
As Cardenas and Ostrom (2004) argue, this may mean participants bring information to
games, deciding in part on dimensions of group and institutional context, plus information
about themselves.

of the single treatment to which she was assigned. The treatments differ
in their orders of the resource scarcities faced by participants: the treatment ‘from low to high resources’ involves four rounds of 20 units, four
of 60 units, then four of 100 units of water; while ‘from high to low resources’ reverses that ordering, i.e., it features four rounds each of 100,
then 60, and then 20 water units. Our experimental design implies
that the level of resource scarcity varies for every participant, i.e., that
each participant faces each scarcity level. We do not face different people with different scarcities and, because we have randomized which
participant faces which speciﬁc ordering of all these scarcity levels, we
should not be confounding treatments with any participant characteristics. We are comparing across randomly chosen treatment groups,
i.e., across subjects, but comparing average within-subject changes.
Participants' earnings in a given round depended upon the total
number of units of water that they had extracted during that round.
Units of water are worth 100 pesos, so the earnings per round are 100
* [5 units rainfall + # units extracted in round]. Payments are based
on the sum of all of the rounds. Each session had at least two groups
of 5 players and we had a maximum of 30 players (i.e., six groups).
We did not tell players who their group members were and all subjects
were asked to remain silent.
Subjects played one practice round, to start, to familiarize themselves with the forms and game. Regardless of the treatment randomly
selected, the resource level in that practice round always was 50. Thus,
while in the dynamic theories above in principle a variation in resources
across the practice rounds could have had durable impacts upon the
later rounds that determined participants' payments, there was no variation in practice-round resource levels that can explain our estimated
treatment effects (and we could imagine that, if anything, facing 50 before each treatment might limit our treatment effects). Assistants
helped with reading and writing but participants made their own decisions, which assistants transcribed as needed. Each session lasted about
three hours, including practice and payment in private.

4.3. Our Sample
In total 320 people – evenly divided by treatment – participated during March 2011 or September 2012. With 12 rounds of decisions made
by each person, for each of the two treatments there would be 1920 observations – although we hasten to emphasize that they would not all
be independent observations (that fact is reﬂected in the clustering
that we employ for the regressions underlying our tables below). In
many rounds, however, all of the water was taken before Player E, and
sometimes before Player B.12 In total, we observed 1108 extraction decisions for ‘low to high’ and 1213 for ‘high to low’. Those values already
12
Of Players A, 7 extracted all the water in all rounds, leaving 28 participants without a
chance to extract. Other individuals took all of the water that arrived at their locations –
some each from Players B, Players C and Players D. As a consequence, overall 80 participants never got a chance to extract: 8.75% were Player B; 15.75% Player C; 28.75% Player
D; and 43.75% were Player E.
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Fig. 6. Sequential (or ‘vertical’) Extraction Setting Along Canal.

provide a ﬁrst indication that our treatment has impact: it appears that
extractions are less likely to be other-regarding, concerning the rest of
the canal downstream, when the low resources come ﬁrst. That
supports a lowered weight on others (consistent with ‘cognitive
dissonance’), more than lowering own marginal beneﬁt, as a model
for path dependence (i.e., effects of past scarcity on current behavior).
Earnings covered the full range, from rainfall earning alone if all water
has been taken by others, which yields 6000 pesos = 100 pesos * (5 rainfall units * 12 rounds), to when A extracts all of the water, yielding 78,000
pesos = 100 pesos * [(5 rainfall units * 12 rounds) + 4 rounds *
(20 + 60 + 100 units)]. The average was 20,321 pesos, close to the opportunity cost (~20,000 pesos) of daily work in this area.
Our full sample's average characteristics are shown in Table 1. The
majority of the participants were men (83%). Average age was
43 years old and average education was 7.2 years. Most participants in
the experiment worked in agriculture activities, with only 23% of the
sample owning land themselves. Recalling that Usoigua is run by a communitarian organization, and that it is located ﬁrst along the river, we
also provide statistics separately for those who live and work in Usoigua
(and in addition, tests which compare statistics for Usoigua against the
whole sample). Differences are discussed in the next section.
5. Results
We present basic statistics then regressions for participants' choices,
followed by checks on robustness.
5.1. Extraction Patterns
Fig. 7's trajectories show the average water arriving, plus fractions
taken – by players, treatments and resource levels. The top panel
shows our ‘high to low’ treatment, i.e., 100, 60, then 20 units of water.
Its upper-left box is for 100 units of water in Rounds 1–4. Such sequential settings clearly disadvantaged the appropriators further down the
canal as Players A–D each took over half of the water that reached
them. As each actor is effectively a dictator, versus all those downstream, we note that half is far less than the typical 80% for classic
Dictator Games, perhaps not surprising with multiple actors downstream of A–C. That holds in the upper center (right) for 60 (20) in
Rounds 5–8 (9–12) too, as well as in the lower panel.13
Looking across Fig. 7's top panel also suggests that for higher initial
resources, i.e., to the left, players extract a lower fraction of the arriving
water. That is consistent with falling net marginal beneﬁt. That panel
also shows that absolute extractions fall when initial resource level is
smaller, suggesting that some consideration of others is part of net
thinking (some is clear, since most extraction is under 100%).
One additional speculation from these raw extraction values is that
more seems to be extracted in the lower-right box (100 units for ‘low
13
One of our Players E actually stormed out of a session, upset at having been treated so
poorly by the Players A–D upstream.

to high’) than in the upper-left box (100 units for ‘high to low’). That
is suggestive of an effect of the ordering of scarcities, along the lines of
our hypotheses of interest. While it could reﬂect some “learning” effect,
i.e., higher extraction for any scarcity level that comes last, by contrast
extraction looks similar in the lower-left and upper-right boxes for
20 units (see below within Table 4 that we show clearly there is no single pure “learning” effect in terms of when a scarcity occurs; further,
Table 3 controls for any such effect by comparing the four rounds for a
given level of resources).
Scarcity is not confounded with ordering at all in comparing Fig. 7's
central (or 60-unit) boxes, since those are always in Rounds 5–8,
i.e., have the same timing within the different scarcities orderings.
Comparing those boxes if anything might also suggest greater extraction for the ‘low to high’ treatment. Yet the differences are small and
we will use regression below to control for other factors in comparing.
Table 2 provides another way to describe raw extraction patterns,
again emphasizing the critical role of farmers' positions along vertical
canals. Here we see how often any water arrives at each farmer, in
light of for instance the fact that observed earnings included the maximum for A from taking all water. We see that – impressively in a fashion – Player A has taken all of the water units about 20% of the time,
demonstrating no other-regarding preferences at all (thus we have heterogeneity along that dimension). We also see here differences across
boxes that support the conjectures above, based on Fig. 7 boxes. For instance, comparing 60-unit boxes ﬁnds higher fractions of water nonarrival within the ‘low to high’ and comparing 100-unit boxes shows
considerably higher water non-arrival (to D–E) in the ‘low to high’.
Next we subject these descriptive results to further scrutiny using
regressions, for which rounds are clustered by player (since we should
not treat multiple rounds for the same player as independent). Given
that our focus is the distributive outcomes generated by sequential extraction along each ‘canal’, within regressions we focus on extraction
by Players A, B, C and D (those with somebody downstream). We test
for treatment impacts while controlling for effects of other possible determinants of behaviors. We study Players A separately, as their extractions are the only ones that do not follow prior extraction. We study
Players B with C and D yet also report separate regressions for each of
these distinct positions.

5.2. Treatment Effects Upstream (Players A)
Table 3 conveys regression results for Players A (column 1), as well
as for Players B, C and D (column 2), and then – breaking down column
2 – for each of Players B (column 3), C (column 4), and D (column 5).
Since we want to be able to compare the same dependent variable
across different levels of resources, we consider the fraction extracted
by each participant from the units of water arriving at her position.14
14
Canonical results from resource-division experiments suggest that shares are one way
people consider others versus oneself.
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Table 1
Sample average characteristics.

All
Usoigua
Ranksum Test Pvalue (all-Usoigua)

Gender
(M = 1)

Educ.
(years)

Owner
(1/0)

Age
(years)

Income
(ranges⁎)

# people know
in the session

# groups in
the session

# individuals
in the session

Usoigua
(1/0)

83%
67%
0.08

7.2
6.8
0.69

23%
47%
0.03

43
49
0.07

1.9
2.1
0.35

6
6
0.35

3
4
0.56

320
15
NA

5%
100%
NA

⁎ We learned income only in 6 ranges. The 2nd one is the minimum wage level (~ US$280/month). We see here that the average income range is the 2nd one, though slightly higher for
those who live and work in Usoigua.

We consider many independent variables, including round (and see
varied speciﬁcations below in 4.4).
We feel it is simplest to interpret speciﬁcations in which each resource level, in each treatment, is a dummy. Our two treatments vary
in which level is faced ﬁrst, 20 (“First = 020”) or 100 (“First = 100”).
For each treatment we have the same three levels of resources
(“Units = 020” “Units = 060” “Units = 100”). That generates six such
dummies, of which we omit one (“Units = 100 When First = 100”),
thus coefﬁcients are relative to the omitted case. Some tests of interest
are in Table 3 (parentheses are standard errors), while other questions
require tests of equality across coefﬁcients (we report those tests,
with p-values).
We focus ﬁrst upon upstream extraction, i.e., behaviors by Players A,
analyzed in the 1st column. Its ﬁrst row focuses directly upon our leading hypotheses, since its coefﬁcient compares 100 units when the initial

resource level is 20 with 100 units when initial resources equal 100,
i.e., the omitted category. Thus, this row tests whether starting with
highest scarcity early changes the fraction extracted from 100; put another way, for a given resource level this tests whether the ordering of
the scarcity levels matters. It does upstream, for Players A. The coefﬁcient indicates that extraction rises by 14%. That is signiﬁcant, at 10%,
and is positive, consistent with a lowered weight on others (e.g., a cognitive dissonance model): having faced high scarcity, and on average allocated less water to people downstream (facts in Fig. 7 and Table 2
conﬁrm this), to justify that past choice one may lower one's weight
on those downstream.
Higher extraction following higher early scarcity is also suggested by
Player A's next two rows for when resources were 60. The coefﬁcient
for First = 020 is almost three times the coefﬁcient for First = 100
(implying a positive coefﬁcient if, for 60, we were to test a treatment

Fig. 7. Average level of water available and % extraction of arrivals by treatment and stage.
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Table 2
Statistics by round (by quantity/ordering).
Average extraction level (rounds 1–4) 100 units
available

Average extraction level (rounds 5–8) 60 units available Average extraction level (rounds 9–12) 20 units available

Player

# total obs.
(participants
*rounds)

# obs. when
water available

%obs. when
water was
depleted

Player

# total obs.
(participants
*rounds)

# obs. when
water available

%obs. when
water was
depleted

Player

# total obs.
(participants
*rounds)

A
B
C
D
E

128
128
128
128
128

128
107
91
74
56

0%
16.41%
28.91%
42.18%
56.25%

A
B
C
D
E

128
128
128
128
128

128
106
83
65
39

0%
17.19%
35.16%
49.22%
69.53%

A
B
C
D
E

128
128
128
128
128

# obs. when
water available
128
98
63
32
15

%obs. when
water was
depleted
0%
23.44%
50.78%
75.00%
88.28%

Average extraction level (rounds 1–4) 20 units available Average extraction level (rounds 5–8) 60 units available Average extraction level (rounds 9–12) 100 units available
Player

# total obs.
(participants
*rounds)

# obs. when
water available

%obs. when
water was
depleted

Player

# total obs.
(participants
*rounds)

# obs. when
water available

%obs. when
water was
depleted

Player

# total obs.
(participants
*rounds)

# obs. when
water available

%obs. when
water was
depleted

A
B
C
D
E

128
128
128
128
128

128
103
78
52
22

0%
19.53%
39.06%
59.38%
82.81%

A
B
C
D
E

128
128
128
128
128

128
101
75
43
28

0%
21.09%
41.41%
66.41%
78.13%

A
B
C
D
E

127
126
126
126
126

127*
95
63
42
23

0%
24.60%
50.00%
66.67%
81.75%

⁎ A participant E decided to leave the game in round 11 after extraction by participant A, therefore we stopped the exercise and don't have data for round 11 for participants B to E and
round 12 for participants A to E.

of a shift to highest early scarcity). However, for Players A we do not
possess sufﬁcient data to establish that there is a signiﬁcant difference
across these treatments (p-value = 0.32, and that the quantity of data
available is an issue within testing is clearly supported below by comparing results for Players B, C and D). Nonetheless even for these data,
we can strongly reject the alternative hypothesis based upon a
reference-point model that moving from 100 to 60 will lead to higher
(less generous) extraction than does moving from 20 to 60. Thus if anything, a lowering of weight on others (e.g., cognitive dissonance model)
looks better for comparing at 60 units.
Examining the effect of scarcity's timing or ordering for 20 units
again requires testing across the coefﬁcients. Considering ﬁrst the average of the next two rows for Player A, extraction is higher for 20 (and we
note this ﬁnding is supported by coefﬁcients for Players B, C and D as
well, in the general sense that all are positive and ﬁve of the six are signiﬁcant). That certainly suggests that own marginal beneﬁts matter for
extraction, i.e., that at low own beneﬁts generosity is lower. There is no
signiﬁcant treatment effect for 20, however, because those two coefﬁcients are not different from each other (p-value = 0.48). Since we
might expect it to be harder to ﬁnd an effect with only 20 water units,
i.e., less room to adjust, for 20 units we simply note that while such
tests are insigniﬁcant for B (p value = 0.22), C (p-value = 0.65) and D
(p-value = 0.22) the signs of the coefﬁcients differences would support
lowered weight on others.
5.3. Treatment Effects Midstream (Players B, C and D)
That weights on others may fall is also supported, for 100 units, in
Table 3's columns for Players B, C, D. The ﬁrst row for the B,C,D column
shows 18% higher extraction from 100 units when 20 units were ﬁrst.
That is signiﬁcant at the 5% level and is positive – high early scarcity
raises the fraction that is extracted. The remaining columns, to the
right, suggest that this result for midstream is driven by Players B and D.
Considering 60 units, coefﬁcients support lowered weight on others
(e.g. cognitive dissonance) and here, for midstream, the difference between First = 020 and First = 100 coefﬁcients is signiﬁcant at 5% (pvalue = 0.05) for column 2, which is aggregating the three midstream
players. Looking at the columns further to the right, again it is Players
B (p-value = 0.13) and D (p-value = 0.01) who are driving this result
(as for Player C we have p-value = 0.67). We can see that the issue of
data quantity is a real one, though, because for instance Player B's substantial difference across the coefﬁcients is signiﬁcant only at 13%.

We can also see that dynamics include a ‘selﬁshness norm’, where
midstream mimics upstream. For column 2, and to the right, the fractions extracted by B, C and D are higher when the fraction taken upstream was higher (‘upstream’ for B means A, for C it means A plus B,
for D it means A plus B plus C).
5.4. Further Covariates & Speciﬁcations
We have also included here the covariates we believe have reason to
potentially inﬂuence the results. While some did not have signiﬁcant
impacts, such as education and owner, others did, such as gender. We
were concerned that in small sessions people might feel less anonymous and act more cooperative. However, large sessions could raise
the chance of knowing somebody, which could lead to cooperation.
Thus, we include session size and the number of people you know
(note they are positively correlated). We also checked that the
dummy variable for which trip to the ﬁeld generated the data has no
effects.
We see that, among the Players A (but not other players), those from
Usoigua extracted far less. Such an effect could in principle derive from
Usoigua's governance history or pressure to act responsibly as they are
located ﬁrst on the river in reality and, thus, perhaps more feel responsibility in that position. Recalling from Table 1 that Usoigua participants
more often were landowners (a signiﬁcant difference) – whose views
might differ from farm laborers' – we note that when the indicator for
Usoigua is dropped, Owner is negative and signiﬁcant. Ownership may
be the story (or two meaningful factors are collinear).
Clearly standard OLS is not the right treatment of these data, since
we cannot view each round as an independent observation when
there are up to 12 decisions for each participant. While clustering by individuals seems sensible, we conﬁrmed that results are robust to using a
jackknife. We also checked robustness to ignoring the rounds, i.e., to
averaging by resource level for each participant.15 Recall that Table 3
controls for round recoded 1–4 within resource level and small positive
effects change nothing.
Finally, Table 4 presents some additional robustness checks to directly assess alternative stories. For an alternative approach to simple
interpretation, we have broken observations up by resource level,
15
Dropping data in this way raises standard errors for treatments, lowering signiﬁcance
for limited N, but conﬁrms all patterns. For 60 units we lose some signiﬁcance but as in Table 3 we continue to ﬁnd signiﬁcant interactions between First and 100 units.
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Table 3
Explaining extraction behavior. (OLS, clustered by player, omitting players E, standard errors in parentheses).
LHS = % extracted

Players A

Players B,C,D

Players B

Players C

Players D

Units = 100 When First = 020

Fraction Taken Upstream

0.137*
(0.079)
0.041
(0.038)
0.117
(0.078)
0.133***
(0.046)
0.082
(0.079)
0.0106**
(0.00435)
–

Player C (relative to B)

–

0.243**
(0.074)
0.048
(0.031)
0.171**
(0.077)
0.109**
(0.047)
0.196***
(0.063)
0.0134**
(0.00641)
0.163*
(0.0972)
–

0.078
(0.095)
0.090*
(0.048)
0.122
(0.079)
0.111*
(0.056)
0.146**
(0.071)
0.00537
(0.00877)
0.215**
(0.101)
–

0.211**
(0.083)
−0.033
(0.042)
0.193**
(0.074)
0.051
(0.084)
0.159**
(0.071)
−0.00988
(0.0118)
0.827***
(0.136)
–

Player D (relative to B)

–

–

–

–

Usoigua (1/0)

−0.181**
(0.0748)
−0.127
(0.0809)
−0.189*
(0.0975)
0.00261
(0.00920)
0.00937
(0.00700)
−0.0167*
(0.00473)
0.901***
(0.173)
767
0.226

0.178**
(0.049)
0.052**
(0.025)
0.146**
(0.077)
0.109***
(0.033)
0.170***
(0.040)
0.00610
(0.00499)
0.221***
(0.0742)
0.0611
(0.0467)
0.0774
(0.0555)
0.0167
(0.0632)
0.0195
(0.0454)
−0.199***
(0.0489)
0.00767*
(0.00415)
−0.00841**
(0.00401)
−0.00656*
(0.00338)
0.648***
(0.092)
1371
0.218

0.0714
(0.0489)
0.0689
(0.0653)
−0.236***
(0.0644)
−0.00153
(0.00708)
−0.0142***
(0.00478)
−0.00430
(0.00451)
0.704***
(0.125)
610
0.273

−0.0697
(0.0875)
0.0504
(0.0841)
−0.0889
(0.108)
0.0218***
(0.00609)
−0.0108
(0.00662)
−0.00809
(0.00674)
0.574***
(0.193)
453
0.240

–

Units = 060 When First = 100
Units = 060 When First = 020
Units = 020 When First = 100
Units = 020 When First = 020
Round (by resource level)

Owner (1/0)
Male (1/0)
Education (years)
# you know in session
# people in the session
constant (100 When First−100) [coefﬁcient reﬂects other effects]
Observations
R-Squared

again separating Players A from Players B, C and D since the latter three
always follow prior extractions. These results support those in Table 3.
For instance, the columns for 60 units provide direct tests of the results
stated above, i.e., for Players B, C and D starting with higher scarcity
raises the shares extracted (also suggested by the coefﬁcient for Players
A but, as noted, for that position we are limited by data).
Most important in terms of considering alternative stories are the
columns for 20 and 100 units, and in particular the result for round
number (here coded from 1 to 12 to focus on the scarcities' timings).
The reason is that – unlike for 60 units which by design always occur
in rounds 5 to 8 – rounds with 20 or with 100 units are either the earliest
or the latest rounds. Thus, for 20 and 100 units, that feature of the design
of our treatments might appear to confound learning with any impacts
of sequences for scarcity. However, Table 4 shows that there is no general learning process occurring across round here. Consider, for instance, that round's “impact” is positive for 100 units, for Players A or
Players B, C and D. However, if that were a general learning process
across time, it should also apply to rounds which feature 20 units. We
see no such effect and for Players B, C and D we have enough data to
conﬁrm the coefﬁcients differ.
6. Discussion
We employed framed ﬁeld experiments, in rural Colombia, with
farmers who have experience with the variability of water for irrigation.
We tested for ‘path dependence’, or durable impacts of prior scarcities
on current extraction. After reviewing theory about scarcity's impacts
– including contrasting predictions for impacts of past resource scarcities – we described our design to test for the impacts of prior scarcity,
using the randomization and experimental control that experiments
provide to do cleaner comparisons.
Our results are not consistent with leading models of responses to
scarcity focused on one's own beneﬁts, which suggest that higher past

−0.101
(0.102)
−0.152**
(0.0671)
0.00796
(0.00740)
0.000681
(0.00732)
−0.00771
(0.00621)
0.215
(0.182)
308
0.323

scarcities will lower own marginal beneﬁts and, thus, extraction. We
found that when facing high resources currently, people are less
other-regarding after high scarcity. That is consistent with models in
which high past scarcity – because it leads one to leave little for others,
which could generate ‘cognitive dissonance’ – instead lowers the
weights one places on others' welfare. Such shifts, endogenous to
one's past treatment of others, might help one to feel better about the
past but also might lead to less other-regarding behavior in the future
when contemplating collective action.
We were testing a new mechanism and in particular the effects of
sequence or timing. Thus, we attempted neither to contradict nor to
conﬁrm others' net impacts of scarcity. Yet our result for durable selﬁshness, resulting from high early scarcity, perhaps could be seen as more
consistent with ﬁndings by Blanco et al. (2015), or D'Exelle et al.
(2009), who ﬁnd that higher scarcity increases extraction on average
(although we recall Ostrom's non-monotonic prediction, based upon
own beneﬁts, of some self-limitation as some scarcity arises, but then
less for high scarcity). For our focus and result, the test of prior (within-subject) scarcity is critical. Between-group comparisons of groups
that had not yet experienced different levels of prior resource scarcity
may look very different.
Such tradeoffs could be explored and extended in many ways.
Within such exploration of actors' extraction behaviors alone, we
could experimentally shift the value functions for those downstream
(for instance adding thresholds in production or consumption values
experienced from downstream water), as well as upstream actors'
exposure to information about them, to see if it affects endogenous
weights. More generally, communications certainly could be permitted –
along the lines of many prior analyses – as perhaps having interacted with
those downstream makes it less likely one lowers weights upon them.
Adding policy relevant interactions among participants could include allowing them the ability to endogenously form institutions.
Going beyond communication, allowing the participants to create
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Table 4
Examining extraction behavior by resource level. (OLS, clustered by player, omitting players E, standard errors in parentheses).
Players A

Players A

Players A

Players B,C,D

Players B,C,D

Players B,C,D

LHS = % extracted

Units = 100

Units = 060

Units = 020

Units = 100

Units = 060

Units = 020

First = 020 Units

–

–

–

% Already taken

0.0180*
(0.00938)
–

0.00746
(0.00816)
–

Player C (vs. B)

–

–

–

Player D (vs. B)

–

–

–

Usoigua (1/0)

−0.135
(0.0948)
−0.130
(0.122)
0.00321
(0.0105)
−0.118
(0.100)
0.00684
(0.00882)
−0.0194***
(0.00558)
0.879***
(0.204)
255
0.22

−0.194**
(0.0766)
−0.248**
(0.105)
0.00674
(0.0101)
−0.158*
(0.0934)
0.00925
(0.00783)
−0.0143***
(0.00532)
0.894***
(0.196)
256
0.24

−0.220**
(0.0839)
−0.184**
(0.0909)
−0.00178
(0.00850)
−0.103
(0.0769)
0.0120*
(0.00691)
−0.0160***
(0.00485)
0.981***
(0.178)
256
0.24

0.0226***
(0.00581)
0.162*
(0.0859)
0.0433
(0.0554)
0.120*
(0.0642)
0.0390
(0.0577)
−0.256***
(0.0534)
0.00503
(0.00504)
0.0277
(0.0513)
−0.00471
(0.00437)
−0.0117***
(0.00402)
0.775***
(0.102)
472
0.25

0.0846*
(0.0499)
−0.000600
(0.00807)
0.249**
(0.102)
0.0811
(0.0570)
0.0486
(0.0726)
−0.0349
(0.127)
−0.189***
(0.0617)
0.00855
(0.00554)
0.00356
(0.0600)
−0.00791
(0.00495)
−0.00517
(0.00417)
0.668***
(0.135)
472
0.20

–

Round # (1–12)

0.0616
(0.0734)
0.0116*
(0.00663)
–

Male (1/0)
Education
Owner/Not
# people know
# in session
constant
#obs
R2

rules – e.g., rotating the order of extraction – could permit further examination of endogenous shifts in one's weights upon others as a consequence of exogenous shocks to scarcity (to which rules could react
too). From our results, we infer that cooperation for water-resources
management could be less common (or its converse, increases in natural resource conﬂicts,16 could be more common) after a period of
drought (e.g., linked to climate change) as high scarcity from external
shocks seems to durably lower generosity. That should affect inferences
about willingness to invest in new institutions given distributions of
types. However, it would be of interest to go beyond such conjectures
to a direct examination of such impacts.
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Appendix A
A.1. Instructions
We would like to thank you for accepting our invitation to these research exercises. These exercises are part of a scientiﬁc research project
conducted by researchers from both National and international universities. The funds to cover these expenses have been donated by a
16

See, e.g., Homer-Dixon (1991, 1994, 1999); Libiszewski, 1992; Schnaiberg, 1994.

−0.00506
(0.00499)
0.259***
(0.0873)
0.0579
(0.0507)
0.0633
(0.0693)
0.0489
(0.0627)
−0.157***
(0.0578)
0.00907**
(0.00441)
0.0380
(0.0499)
−0.0126***
(0.00402)
−0.00214
(0.00367)
0.708***
(0.107)
427
0.22

scientiﬁc body. Right now we count on XXX researchers supporting
the implementation of this exercise.
Before starting we will give you $7000 pesos to cover the costs of
transportation, this money is yours, please keep it.
Now we are going to start reading the instructions and explaining
todays activity.
Our objective is to understand how people make decisions. We will
learn from what you decide. Please note that all of the decisions you
make during these exercises, and any other information you communicate to us, will remain conﬁdential. The only people who will see that information are the project researchers and we will not divulge your
individual information to anybody.
In this exercise you could earn money. How much depends on the
activity, your decisions and also the decisions of others. We do not
know yet how much you will earn but it will be between $6000 and
$50.000 approximately. The total money you earn will be approximated
to the nearest $1000 pesos. For example, if you earn $18.500 pesos this
amount will be approximated to $18.000, but if you earn more than
$18.500, for example $18.800 it will be approximated to $19.000. Is
this clear?
We use money in these exercises to make them more like real situations in which your decisions could earn you or cost you money. Any
money that you may earn in these exercises is yours to keep and nobody
will know what you've earned except the researchers. Besides participating in this exercise and having the chance of earn money, you will
participate in a workshop in the coming days in order to jointly discuss
the exercise. We will announce the day of the workshop in the coming
days.
These exercises may be different from other exercises in which
members of your community might have participated in the past.
Therefore, any comment that you might have heard about the exercises
may well not be relevant to the exercises in which you will participate
today.
A.1.1. Today's exercise will last 3 hours
We want to emphasize that your participation is voluntary. You are
free to leave at any time. However, if you retire from the exercise other
participant might have to leave too because we need groups of 5 people,
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additionally to get paid you will need to stay until the end of the
exercises. Today's exercises may take two to three hours. If you think
you will not able to stay that long, please let us know now.
Again, at any point you can choose to leave. These exercises involve
no risk to you. They are likely to provide beneﬁts, speciﬁcally the earnings you can keep. Are you willing to participate? If so please sign the
form you receive when you enter the room. (MONITOR READ THE
FORM AND PICKS UP THE FORM ONCE IS SIGNED)
Let's start. So please do not talk with other participants, you might
prevent others from understanding the instructions or it might spoil
the exercise and we might have to cancel the activity. Please turn-off
your cell phones to avoid interrupting the activity. Last, we would like
to know if anyone has difﬁculties for reading or writing, in this way a
monitor could help you.
(The monitor waits until someone let them know of their difﬁculties
and be aware when reading the instructions)
If you have any further questions please raise your hand and your
doubts will be solved individually.
This exercise it is intended to recreate a situation in which each person must make decisions about how much water to extract from the irrigation canal to irrigate its plots within an irrigation district. You have
been selected to participate in ﬁve persons group among persons who
have been subscribed to participate. Today there are playing X groups
at the same time.
You will play for 12 rounds equivalent, for example, to 12 years. Each
round resemble the moment of the year in which you need water to
plant the same crops. All participants within your group have the
same size and quality of land, they need water to plant the same crop
you are planting.
Each round consists of one decision. Each player need to decide how
much water to take from the water units available in the irrigation
canal. Think as each unit of water you extract and use in the crop will
have economic beneﬁts. Each unit you collect during the game is equivalent to $100 pesos. For example if you get 100 units during 12 rounds of
the game you will receive $10.000 pesos.
At the beginning of each round you will have 5 units of water obtained from the rain that produces you $500 pesos. Remember that a unit of
water equals to $100 pesos. Therefore, the money you earn during the exercise is dependent on the water you take from the irrigation canal plus
the 5 units of water you receive in each round. At the end of the game
we will add up your earnings for each round.
At the beginning of the exercise each one of you will receive, FOR ALL
THE ROUNDS, randomly a card marked with the following characters: A,
B, C, D and E. The letter written in the card is how the player will be
identiﬁed during the round. The player identiﬁed with the letter “A”
will be the ﬁrst to decide how much water she/he takes to irrigate
her/his plot. It means that characters on the cards deﬁne the order in
which the properties of each player are situated through the irrigation
canal [the monitor shows a draw in the poster that represents the situation]. On the poster we can see the irrigation canal, the direction of the
water ﬂow goes from top to bottom. How you can see, the property of
participant “A” is ﬁrst, then follows B, next C, D and ﬁnally E.
Is there any question? Please raise your hand
Each of you will know your position within the irrigation district but
won't know the position assigned to other players in your group. In fact
you won't know who is in your group. Please don't show the letter that
has been assigned to you. It is conﬁdential.
At the beginning of each round and before “A” takes the ﬁrst decision
the monitor will inform to all players the units of water available in the
irrigation canal.

A.1.2. The amount of water available in the irrigation canal depends on the
climate conditions and could vary in each round
After being informed about the quantity of water units in the canal,
the player who has the card with the letter “A” decides how much
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water to take and writes down his/her private decision on the
DECISION SHEET.
If you are not “A”, you should also write on the decision sheet the
amount you think A is going to extract. This is to protect A's identity.
Therefore, monitors pick up the decision sheet from everybody even
though only A has made a decision regarding how much water to take
from the irrigation canal.
Once everyone has written down their decision, monitors will pickup the decision sheet of all participants. The Monitor will subtract the
water extracted by “A” from the available water and write the remaining amount of water on the DECISION SHEET of each player.
Then, the player who has the card with the letter B decides
how much water to take and writes down his/her decision on the
DECISION SHEET (MONITOR SHOWS A POSTER WITH THE DECISION
SHEET). If you are not B, you should also write in the decision sheet
the amount you think B is going to extract. This is to protect B's identity.
Therefore, monitors pick up the decision sheet from everybody even
though only B has made a decision regarding how much water to take
from the irrigation canal.
A.1.2.1. Monitor Explain Decision Sheet with A Poster. This process continues until player E has made a decision.
Note that each player might extract whatever he/she wants up to the
units of water available. However, if a player takes all the units available
the round is over and we will start a new round.
Let's see how decision sheet must be ﬁlling in. The monitor ﬁlls in
gray columns, and white columns are ﬁlled in by each participant.
For example, the ﬁrst column are the available units of water, the
monitor announces that there are 50 units of water available in this
round. “A” extract 5, so there will be 45 units available. After “A”
extracts, monitor writes down on the third column from each player
decision sheet. In the fourth column “A” writes down what he thinks
B is willing to extract. In this case 10.
In this moment B writes down on the decision sheet the amount of
water that it is willing to extract. If you are not B you must write on
the decision sheet the quantity that you think B will extract. Remember
you don't know who is B, you just know the one that you have been
assigned, Once everyone have written their decisions, the monitors
will pick up the decision sheets from all players.
A.1.2.2. Monitor Explains Decision Sheet for B. In the ﬁrst column as I said
before, the monitor announces that there are 50 units of water available
for this round. The second column the player B writes down what they
think A will extract, for example 10. The third column is for the monitor
to write the available units after A takes the decision. Let's remember
that though B thought A was going to extract 10, A extracted 5, according to A decision sheet.
A.1.2.3. Monitor Shows the First Poster. Monitor subtracts 50 − 5 and
writes down the available unit after A takes the decision in the third
column.
On the fourth column each “B” player writes what he decides to
extract. B decides to extract 8 and write it down on the decision sheet.
If you are not B you must write too on the decision sheet what you
think B is going to extract. Then, there will be 37 units available for C
to make a decision. Then, the monitor writes what is left after “B”
extracts on the ﬁfth column.
This process continues until E takes the ﬁnal decision. At the end of
this decision a new round will begin.
Are there any questions?
Keep in mind that each participant extracts the number of units they
want from the available units of water. Though, if a player extracts all
available units in its turn, the round is over and a new round will begin.
Now, an example: The monitor writes on the decision sheet that there
are available 50 water units in this round. With this information, “A” extract 5, so there are now 45 units left and available for “B”. 50 − 5 = 45
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B decides to extract 8 units. Then, there will be left 37 units available
for C. So for C to make the decision there are left 45 − 8 = 37
C extracts 10. There will be left 27 units for D to make the decision.
37 − 10 = 27
D extracts 12. There are left 15 units for E to make the decision. Then,
27 − 12 = 15
E decides to extract 15 and the round is over.
In this case, the total units of water and the income of each player
will be the following:

A.2. Quiz

A.1.2.4. Remember that at the beginning of each round you receive 5 units of
water obtain from the Rain. Remember 1 unit of water equals $100 pesos.

A:
B:
C:
D:
E:

A: 5 units of rain water + 5 extracted units = 10 units; 10 * $100 =
1.000 pesos
B: 5 units of rain water + 8 extracted units = 13 units; 13 * $100 =
1.300 pesos
C: 5 units of rain water +10 extracted units = 15 units; 15 * $100 =
1.500 pesos
D: 5 units of rain water +12 extracted units = 17 units; 17 * $100 =
1.700 pesos
E: 5 units of rain water +15 extracted units = 20 units; 20 * $100 =
2.000 pesos
It is very important to remember that the decisions are individual, it
means, the numbers you write down on the game sheets are private and
you must not show them to the others participants.
Are there any questions about this? Please rise your hand [MONITOR:
pause to resolve questions in private.]
The pesos you earn in each round depend on your own decisions and
will be added up at the end of the exercise.
You will keep a record of your decisions and earnings in the player
calculation sheet.
A.1.2.5. Monitor Shows a Poster with the Calculation Sheet and Uses One
Example Above to Explain How to Fill in the Numbers. Each player must
ﬁll in the calculation sheet. For this example we are going to see the calculation sheet from B based on the last example. It works the same way
for all players.
The available units of water are in the ﬁrst column, Player B writes 50
on the calculation sheet.
The available units before my turn are written in the second column,
in this case 45 units.
On the third column you must write the level of extraction, in this
case for B. The number written on the calculation sheet is the same
number on the decision sheet, for this speciﬁc example: 8 units.
The fourth column represents the total earnings. The total earnings
are the rainwater and the extracted units. For this example there are
$500 pesos (ﬁrst rainwater units times $100 pesos) plus $800 pesos
(from the extracted units (8*$100 pesos)). Therefore the total earnings
on this round are $500 pesos + $800 pesos = $1.300 pesos.
Is there any question about this? Please raise your hand.
To start the ﬁrst round of the game we will organize the seats and
desks so you are not close to other participants and we can guarantee
your decisions are private.
Finally, to get ready to play the game, please let us know if you have
difﬁculties reading or writing numbers and one of the monitors will seat
next to you to assist you with these.
Also keep in mind that from now on no conversation or statements
should be made by you during the game unless you are allowed to.
First we will ask you a couple of questions to make sure you understand the game: Remember you are not allowed to talk with other
players during the exercise. As soon as you ﬁnish raise your hand and
the monitor will check your answers.

Please ﬁll the blank with the correct answer:
If there are 40 units of water and ____ extract 3, there will be ____
units available for B to make a decision. Then ______ decides to extract
6. Then, there will be ______ units available for _____ to make a decision.
C extracts 8. Then, there will be ______ units available for D to make a
decision. _______ extracts 10. There are ______ units left for E to make
a decision. E decides to extract 13. (MONITOR WRITES EACH DECISION
IN THE POSTER) In that case earnings for that round will be:
7 + 3 units: _____ pesos
7 + 6 units:_____ pesos
7 + 8 units:_____ pesos
7 + 10 units: ______ pesos
7 + 13 units: ______ pesos

Now, you will randomly select from this BAG the card marked with
the following characters: A, B, C, D and E and your group number.
Remember this card is conﬁdential. Please put it downwards under
the table.
We are ready to start.
At this moment you are going to receive the decision and calculation
sheet, please write down on the calculation sheet the letter and number
of the group. (MONITOR: check with each participant that IT IS clear the
card and group number, including the poster they need to look at).
We will have a round of practice that will NOT count for the real
earnings, just for practicing of the game.
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